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NEW QUESTION: 1
Preparing an image drive to copy files to is the first step in
Linux forensics. For this purpose, what would the following
command accomplish?
dcfldd if=/dev/zero of=/dev/hda bs=4096 conv=noerror, sync
A. Low-level format
B. Fill the disk with zeros
C. Copy files from the master disk to the slave disk on the
secondary IDE controller
D. Fill the disk with 4096 zeros
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Identify three situations where relinking may be necessary.
(Choose three.)
A. when executable programs become corrupted
B. after the server libraries are updated
C. after the product JAR files are generated
D. after running AutoConfig
E. when executable programs are accidentally deleted
Answer: A,B,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
Wie viele Arbeitsbereiche stehen im Debugger zur VerfÃ¼gung?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
What can employees do using the standard Employee Self-Service?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. Change their position title
B. Change their work schedule rule
C. Change their permanent address
D. Change their office location
Answer: C
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